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absorption of sound waves of air, at high frequencies: Aproino, 113; Galeazzi,
113n; Rayleigh, 214
Academy of Sciences: Berlin, 187, 215, 406;
Paris, 163, 187, 194, 207, 216n, 218,
240n; Saint Petersburg, 283, 286, 288,
407, 425, 430; Torino, 186, 405. See also: Royal Society
Accademia del Cimento (Florence): 166, 167-8,
171
Accademia Filarmonica (Verona): 420
Accademia Fisico-Matematica Romana: 110,
110n, 164, 168
Accademia dei Lincei; 121, 121n, 146n
Accademia degli Scelti: 114n
acoustic dipole: see dipole
acoustic filters: invented by Stewart, 341-3; in
woodwinds (Benade), 344-5
acoustic input impedance: early measurements,
353-6; input impedance curve, 355-8;
of infinite pipe, 358
acoustic power: see intensity of sound
acoustic velocity: 183
Acoustical Society of America: 311n, 333, 366,
367, 388
‘Acoustics’, birth of the term: 147-50
‘aerial string’ (chorda aëris): see organ flue
pipes, modern mathematical theory
air, sound velocity: in free air, from Newton to
Laplace, 207-08; in tubes, 19th century,
210-14
air blade: see air jet
air column, coupling to the: groove, in organ

slide-chest, 295; lips, in brass instruments, 360-62, 450; lips, in the flute,
410; player’s respiratoiry tract, 366-9,
477; reed, in organ reed-pipes, 277,
360; reed, in woodwinds, 359-60, 395;
air column of a nearby flue pipe, 257
air jet (air blade): as a ‘free air-reed’, in the 19th
century’s early schematizations, 240;
evolution in time, in transverse flute,
410; in the recorder, divided fairly symmetrically by the upper lip, 424; turbulence noise in organ flue pipes, reduced
by nicking and open-toe voicing, 30509; turbulence noise in Serassi’s Harmonic flute stop, simulating the one in
real flute, 259-60; velocity profile, in
flue organ pipes, 248-9
air reed: see air jet
alchemical transmutations: involving tin, lead,
bismuth and silver, 16-7
Alexander the Great’s legendary speaking trumpet: Kircher, 100; reconstructions by
d’Alancé, Abbé Galois, and Huth, 11820; related laboratory experiments by
Kane and Barrett, 119-20; mathematical investigation by Rayleigh, 119
amalgams: see mercury
ambient temperature, effect on pitch: by the insertion of cold crooks on ‘natural’ brass
instruments during a performance, 482;
Euler, Bernoulli, Riccati and Poisson
on flue organ pipes, 185, 377-8; on
wind instruments, according to their
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size, 376-80; R.W. Young’s diagram
for the flute, 379; on sound velocity in
free air, 207-08
amplitude modulation: of the flue-pipe’s attack
transient, by the slider chest’s groove,
295-7
analyzer: see spectrum analyzer
antimony: as an additive to tin-lead alloys, 1921, 37-40. See also tin-lead alloys
antinode: 183
antiresonance: 445
Aristotelian theory of sound: its reception in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance, 1-6
arsenic: see tin alloys
attenuation of wave-amplitude in real tubes:
Helmholtz, 210
aural harmonics: 224. See also combination
tones
basic scale on woodwind instruments: see fingering chart
basilar membrane: 222
bassoon reed: vs clarinet reed (experiments at the
London Musical Association), 385
beating reed: see organ reed pipes
beats: 222
Bell Telephone Laboratories: 140, 229, 230, 343
bent tubes: see valves, on brass instruments
Bernoulli force: 451
Bernoulli’s superposition principle: with the crticism of Euler and Lagrange, 215
Bessel functions: 201n, 336
Bessel horn family: 336, 431, 446
Bicylindron: see organ flue pipes, chimney
bismuth: as an additive to tin-lead alloys, 19-21,
37-40
blowing pressure in: organ flue pipes, 251-3;
wind instruments (first measurement of
the pressure needed by the player to
sound low and high notes, by Stone),
436-7; brass instruments (Blaikley’s
law), 437
brass (copper-zinc alloy): since the 17th century
used as an additive to tin for improving
mechanical resistance to creep, 42. See
also copper
brass instruments: brasses vs woodwinds, 432-3;
first measurement of nodes and antinodes’ positioning (Blaikley), 433-5;
first measurement of the quality of

tone, still by Blaikley, 435-6; first theoretical investigation of resonance
modes (Bouasse), 437-9; birth of the
concept of ‘effective length’, at Conn
Ltd (Indiana), by Long and J.C. Webster, 439-42; embouchure as a
Helmholtz’s resonator (Cardwell), 4412; flaring bell and sound radiation (Benade & Jansson), 444-7; cutoff frequency vs radiation efficiency (spectrum of
radiated sound), 448; types of mouthpiece and ‘popping frequency’, 449-50;
‘cooperation’ of resonance modes (Benade’s original graphs), 451-3; pedal
note, 452-3. See also: blowing pressure; crooks; early brass instruments;
horn (French); mutes; privileged notes;
trombone; valves
breath temperature: see ambient temperature
British Royal Marine Artillery: 374 (acoustic
tests on a series of bugles)
British Royal Navy: experiments on the intensity
of sound vs atmospheric conditions,
152
Buffet Crampton R 13 clarinet: 291n
bugle: see British Royal Marine Artillery
casting operations of tin-lead sheet: see metal
casting
chalumeau register of clarinet: odd harmonics
prevailing, 394; not employed together
with the body of the orchestra - by
Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven - because of its weak sonority, in the early
clarinets. 395-7. See also clarinet
chimney organ pipes: see organ flue pipes, chimney
clarinet: quality of sound (wood vs plastic), 373;
quality of sound (wood vs metal), 374;
W. Weber vs Chladni, on sound spectrum, 382-4; H. Smith’s hypothesis:
pitch and timbre due to the kind of reed
used, and not to the cylindrical bore,
385; first tone analysis of the clarinet,
performed by Blaikley, 385; inconclusive attempts to explain the presence of
even harmonics in the sound spectrum,
386-9; fundamental harmonic prevailing over the whole range of the clarinet,
contrary to the oboe, 388-9; excitation
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mechanics (Worman’s graph and
Backus’ reed-vibration oscillograms),
389-94; flexibility of intonation due to
the elastic closure of the embouchure,
393-5; even harmonics due to the inharmonicity of pressure resonance peaks
of the bore (Backus’ input impedance
curves), 396-400; upper registers, 398400; brilliance decreasing with the fall
of cutoff frequency, 401-02; crooks and
tuning problems, 402-03. See also:
blowing pressure; chalumeu register;
cutoff frequency; multiphonic tones;
input impedance curves; register hole
clarino register: see early brass instruments
Collegio Romano (Rome): 99, 107n, 114, 126,
153, 158n
combination tones: vs Ohm’s law, 222-4; Lagrange’s interpretation of the phenomenon, 223. See also heterodyne frequencies
comma: syntonic, in Bassett’s trumpet, 458n;
Pythagorean, in Gevaert’s ‘naturalhorn’ scale, 480
“Compensating pistons”, in brass instruments:
Blaikley’s valve system, 458
complex tone: see Fourier analysis; timbre
conical pipes, early researches: by D. Bernoulli,
233; experimental investigation by
Boutet, 234; on trucated cones (Wheatstone, Blaikley, Mahillon), 337-9
constitutional diagram of tin-lead alloys: 44
‘cooperative regime’: wind instruments (in general), 363-4; brass instruments: concept
by Bouasse, perfected by Benade, 45053
copper (and copper alloys): considered the most
sonorous of all ‘metals’, since Classical
Antiquity to the end of 17th century, 67; organ flue pipes, 10-12, 30-31; reedstop resonators, 13; as an additive to
tin-lead
alloys,
18-9,
40-41;
Theophilus’ very thin sheets of pure
copper (acoustical behaviour), 7, 30;
brass as an additive to tin for improving
resistance to creep, 42
cork position in the flute: 417-9
cornet, wall vibrations of -: measurements by
Knauss & Yeager, 375
cornett: 432
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coupling: see air column
creep: definition, 35-6; mechanical problems
caused in ancient organ pipes, 36; additives for improving mechanical resistance (antimony, bismuth, brass, copper), 37-42; creep in rolled sheets, 6871; recrystallization temperature, 68
crooks for wind istruments: clarinet, 402-03;
horn, 481-2
cross fingering: 346-7
crumhorn: 384, 398
cupro-nickel alloy: flutes, 372
cuprum purissimum: Middle Ages, organ flue
pipes, 7-8
cutoff frequency: definition, in wind instruments, 345, 356; effect of tone holes,
345, 356-8; clarinet, 400-02; slide
trombone, 462-3; sackbut vs modern
slide trombone, 484; horn, 466; natural
trumpet (clarino register), 475-6; its
rise due to the introduction of the mute,
461
cut-up on organ flue pipe: 305
cycloid: historical meaning of the term, 186,
186n
cylindrical tube, resonances of -: 183
damping: internal (viscous and thermal), on organ flue pipes and flutes, 210-14; radiation, 194, 255, 412; vibration of tube
walls, 266n
didjeridu: 112, 369n
difference tones: 222-3
diffraction of sound wave: concept, in the 17th
and 18th centuries, 152; at open end of
cylindrical tube (Beranek’s directivity
patterns), 202
dipole, acoustic: 303
directivity index: see diffraction
directivity patterns: Martin’s measurements on
brass instruments, 375n. See also diffraction
‘double notes’: see multiphonic tones
doublet, acoustic: 257
Dublin Society: 150
dynamic range: clarinet, 381
ear trumpet: Della Porta, 94; Aproino’s “strumento auditorio”, 95; harmful resonances noticed by Aproino, 121-2;
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Kircher, 122-4; Royal Society (London), 95-6; Mariotte’s parabolic shape,
135-6
early brass instruments: wind instruments with
bent bore condemned by F. Bacon
(Aristotelian theory), 156; ‘wave velocity’ vs ‘group velocity’ in the clarino
register of Baroque trumpet (Benade),
469n; range of clarino register improved by a more contained development of bell flare, 475-6; oral cavity
shapes vs sound spectra, 477; ‘correction’ of harmonics by lipping, assisted
by low quality-factor Q, 476;
Mersenne’s privileged sounds (trumpet), 478; historical evolution of the
‘enharmonic’ notes, in ‘natural’ horn
and trumpet, 479-82; pressure transfer
function: modern slide trombone vs
sackbut (Campbell and Greated), 4835. See also mute
early soldering alloys: 21-3
echo: Euler’s true explanation, as a wave reflection, 189-90
École polytechnique (Paris): 181
edge tone: 247
effective length: of brass intruments (birth of the
concept), 439-42; of cylindrical tube
with side holes, 345-50; of flute, 414-8
elasticity: vs hardness (birth of the concept), 5-6;
of air, adiabatic vs isothermal (Laplace
vs Newton), 207-08
electric analogs: 139, 332
embouchure: possible types, in wind instruments, 350-51; on flute, 410; on brasses, 449
end correction: at tone hole (Böhm, Mahillon,
Nederveen), 348-50; flute embouchure
hole, 414-7; flanged and unflanged
pipe, fundamental frequency only, 199201; flanged and unflanged pipe, as a
function of frequency, 203-05;
Helmholtz’s resonator, 200; organ pipe
mouth, 202-03
English horn: formants, 291
enharmonic notes: on Pasquali’s ‘enharmonic’
flute, 348; on lip-reed instruments, 47780
Enlightenment: mathematical physics, 179-80
equal loudness contours: 230n. See also intensi-

ty of sound
equal temperament: and trumpet valves, 457-8;
on the natural horn (Gevaert), 480
euphonium: pitch variation as a function of ambient temperature (Blaikley, R.W.
Young), 377-8; air-pressure needed to
play low and high notes (Stone), 436
eutectic point: tin-lead alloys, 44. See also soldering operations
Exhibition (Paris, 1839): Cavaillé-Coll’s Flûte
harmonique stop, 260, 261
Fechner’s law: 229n. See also Weber’s law
feedback: negative and positive, on pressure- and
flow-controlled valves, 250-53, 35862; on the lips of a trumpet player, 450,
457; delayed -, on the lips of a horn
player, 469
filter, acoustic: invented by Stewart, 341-3; tone
holes as acoustic filters and their effect
on timbre of wind instruments (first experiments by McGinnis and Parker),
342-3. See also Quincke tube
filter, electrical: invented by G.A. Campbell, 341
finger hole: see tone hole
fingering chart: standard, on flute, 346; on trumpet, 454
flaring section of brass instruments: see brass instruments
flügelhorn: 464
flute (transverse): first experimental investigations, by Lambert and Riccati, 405-09,
425-30; problem proposed by the SaintPetersburg Academy of Sciences, directed by L. Euler, 407; embouchure
hole as a valve controlled by acoustic
current, 410; silence zones, 411, 418;
harmonic spectrum vs dynamic levels,
411-2; pitch adjustment vs correct tuning, 413-4; length correction vs frequency, provided by the tapering headjoint, 414-6; tapering head-joint behaving as a Helmholtz resonator at low frequency, and as a sort of waveguide at
high frequency, 416-9; early vs modern
flute (tuning and quality of sound),
419-23. See also: cork position in the
flute; cross fingering; cutoff frequency;
material of construction; vibrato on
flute
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Flûte harmonique: see Harmonic flute
Flûte octaviante: see Harmonic flute
Flûte d’orchestre: organ stop by Müller (organ
maker at Breslau), 262-3
flute stops on organ: their timbre, explained by
Seebeck-Helmholtz theory, 225
Fondazione Scienza e Tecnica (Florence): 290
formants: bassoon and clarinet, 291n; introduced
by trumpet mute, 459; vocal emission,
285; first investigations (Stratico,
Willis, Helmholtz), 287-91; Vox humana organ stop, 126-8. See also pseudoformants
Fourier analysis and synthesis: 215-7 (square
wave), 219, 223, 224, 311, 387. See also: square wave; synthesis of instrumental timbre
Fraunhofer Institut für Bauphysik (IBP,
Stuttgart): 306, 309n
free-reed pipes: 274. See also organ reed
French horn: see horn (‘French’)
frequency vs length of vibrating string: concept
of frequency affirmed only in the first
half of the 17th century, 180n. See also
wavelength
geometrical acoustics: birth of sound-light duality (Ausonio, Della Porta, Biancani,
Bettini), 121-2, 147-50; acoustical mirrors vs burning mirrors (proposals by
Cavalieri), 152-4
German silver: flute, 371
Göteborg Organ Art Center (GOArt): 300, 326
gold: its scant sonority, according to the theorists
of the 16th and 17th centuries, 5-6; the
best material for flutes, according to
D.C. Miller, 372
group velocity: see early brass instruments
gun, compressed air -: invented by Vincenti, produced also by the brass wind instrument maker W. Bull, 165
hand-stopping on the horn: see horn
‘Hanseatic Baroque style’ (organs), 52
harmonic components of musical tone: Lagrange’s sceptical opinion, 215-6; ability of ear to distinguish them
(Duhamel’s demonstration), 220-21
Harmonic flute (organ stop): Giuseppe Serassi’s
‘Flutta al naturale’, the most ancient
surviving stop of the kind, 250-60; by
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Cavaillé-Coll, in both versions: Flûte
harmonique and Flûte octaviante, 26062. See also noise
harmonic spectrum: of various kind of organ flue
pipes, 304-08. See also Fourier analysis
head joint: Baroque flute vs Böhm flute, 414;
recorder, 424-5; piccolo, 414
hearing aid: see ear trumpet
Helmholtz resonator: end correction, 200; Bicylindron organ stop, 238n; acoustic
filters, 342; flute’s head-joint at low
frequency, 416-8; mouthpiece of brass
instruments and flutes; 417n; brass-instruments’ mouthpiece, at high frequencies, 443-4, 448
Hertz (Hz), unit of frequency (= cps): adopted in
the English-speaking world only in the
late 20th century: xii
heterodyne frequencies: 363-5
horn: Webster equation, 139; Bessel, 335-6;
transmission coefficient (of catenoidal,
conical and exponential horns), 140;
compound (cylindrical-conical), 438-9.
See also speaking trumpet, theory
horn (‘French’): input impedance curves, 464-6;
quality of tone and fundamental role of
the mouthpiece, 466-9; queries on the
‘stopped tone’ (Chladni, Blaikley, Morley Pegge, Backus, Pyle), 469-74; bell
material and acoustic power radiation,
375-6; lacquered bell, silver-plated bell
and acoustic emission, 376; natural
horn and crooks, 481; double horn, 464.
hot-wire anemometry: used in experimental investigations on organ pipes (Richardson, Young & Loughridge), 197; for
measuring sound intensity (Tucker &
Paris), 229
image source method: Pardies, 173; Euler, 189
impedance, acoustic: formally introduced by
A.G. Webster, 139 (but already qualitatively known as “resistance of the
transmitting medium”, 189); lumped
impedance theory, introduced by Stewart, 333, 341-3; first measurements
(Kennelly & Kurokawa; Stewart;
Schuck & Young; J.C. Webster), 3534. See also reflection of sound
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impedance, electrical: introduced by Heaviside,
139
impedance matching: birth of the concept, 189
inharmonic partials in attack transients: Trendelenburg, 310-11; theoretical study by
N.H. Fletcher, 313-4
input impedance curves: cylindrical tube, 35058; clarinet, 396-400; horn, 466-72;
trombone, 462-3; trumpet, 445-57
Institut de France (Paris): 216
instrumenta Hieronymi: 99, 100, 119
intensity of sound, physical and physiological:
early researches, 229-30; organ flue
pipes (Töpfer’s empirical rule), 228-9;
contour lines of equal loudness (Bell
Telephone Laboratories), 230n. See also phonometer
interference: beats, 222
internal damping: see damping
International Clarinet Association: 374n
International Symposium of Musical Acoustics
(ISMA): 333
iron: its sonority judged “bad” in the Classical
Antiquity and Middle Ages, 2-3. See
also steel
isophonic curves: Hase, 135; H. Fletcher, 230n
Istituto Tecnico Toscano (Florence): 256
Jesuit acousticians: a list; Jesuit’s contribution
on the development of acoustics (summary), 178
jet mechanics in organ pipes: early investigations
(‘air reed’ vs ‘traveling wave’), 238-45;
Savart’s whirlpools and the theory of
flow circulations, 243-5; modern theory, 245-55; Masson and Mokhtar on
resonance modes, 249-50; Cremer and
Ising’s developments (quantitative theory and experiments by Coltman), 245,
251-3; nonlinerity of the excitation,
254-5
just intonation: on natural horn, 480; on natural
trumpet, 478 (Mersenne), 472 (Pintado); in Basset’s valve trumpet, 458
Kircher, Athanasius: his poor reputation enjoyed
in scientific circles, 102-03
La Flèche Jesuit College: 172
lead: medieval ‘species’ of -, 16-7; mines, 34;

lead pipes gnawed by mice, 77; lead
pipes believed to be less sonorous than
tin pipes, 14, 74-5
lip reed: see valves
lipping, on early brass instruments: ‘correction’
of harmonics assisted by low qualityfactor Q, 476
load impedance, 195
loudness, of organ flue pipes: Töpfer’s rule, 2289; experiments by D.C. Miller, 230. See
also equal loudness contours
manometric flames device (König): for surveying pressure antinodes of an organ pipe,
198; to demonstrate the beat phenomenon and the effect of air coupling of
pipes, 256; as a spectrum analyzer,
289-90
marcassite: 19-21
masking effect: first experiments (A. Mayer),
225
material of construction, its effect on: brass instruments, 374-6; organ flue pipes,
298-302; organ reed pipes, resonator,
85-6; woodwinds, 370-74. See also organ reed-pipe metallurgy
Mathesis mixta: 178
megaphone: for singing in church, 102. See also
speaking trumpet
mercury: as an additive for soldering alloys, 223, 43
metal casting (organ pipes): on cloth, 54-6; on
sand, 48-52; on stone, 52-4; early deoxidizants (tyes of flux), 48
metal sheet for organ pipes, cold working: hammering, 57, 62-3, 72-3; mechanical effect of hammering being merely temporary (natural recrystallization process),
73; rolling mill (trafila, in ancient Italian), 63-8; sheets rolled or simply
‘cast’, effect of the creep, 68-71; repercussions on the acoustic spectrum, 713; seasoning process (Gaetano Callido),
48; annealing process, 48, 69-70; thickness of sheet gradually increasing approaching the mouth of the pipe, 52, 73
metallone: lead alloyed with zinc and tin, 42
metals and sound: Aristotelian, Medieval and
Renaissance theories, 1-15; their symbolism (Christian souces), 23-6; hard-
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ness vs elasticity (Middle Ages and
Renaissance), 5-6; transition from copper to tin-lead alloys, in organ flue
pipes, 10-12
mirrors, acoustical: by Bincani and Kircher, in
analogy with burning mirrors, 153-4
missing fundamental: 224-5
Mitnahme-effekt: 295, 364. See also air column,
coupling
mode-locking: 364 (N.H. Fletcher), 450
monopole source: radiation from the ends of an
organ flue pipe, 266
mouthpiece of brass instruments: see brass instruments; valves
moutpiece of woodwind instruments: see wind
instruments; valves
multiphonic tones (‘double notes’): 364-6
Musical Association (London): 332, 352, 375,
377, 385, 386, 436, 458n, 471
mutes (brass instruments): modern, 459-61; early, 474, 478
natural harmonics on brass instruments: 476-80
(7th, 11th, 13th, 14th, and their ‘correction’). See also just intonation
natural horn: see early brass instruments; horn;
just intonation
natural trumpet: see early brass instruments; just
intonation
‘New’ Acoustics: 138-40 (McLachlan, 1936),
181-2
nicking: on organ flue pipes, 307-09
node: 183
noise: on organ flue pipes, 303-08; on the Flutta
al naturale (Serassi’s organ stop), 25960
nonlinearity: of jet drive, in organ pipes and
flutes, 254-5; of mechanical reeds, 3623; of lip reeds, 444, 446
note-channel wind-chest (organ): 294
oboe: multiphonic tones, 365; blowing pressure
and action of the lips on the reed (also
according to an ancient source), 392n;
sound spectrum (Saunders), 389
offset transient: see transient, offset
Ohm’s acoustic law: 436
open cylindrical tube: modes of vibration, 183
Oraculum Delphicum (Kircher’s acoustic chamber): 99
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organ-case acoustics and sound radiation:
Werkprinzip, 266; Italian Renaissance
vs Romantic period, 266-7; sound absorption by organ pipes (Benade),
266n; organ-case and directivity of
sound (Cingolani), 267. See also radiation of sound
organ chest: see organ slider-chest
organ flue pipes, attack transient: basic theory,
326-9; its importance in recognising
musical instruments (Stumpf), 310; also important in identifying single organ
stops, 298; laboratory investigations,
also taking into account physio- and
psycho-acoustics, 310-17; organ
‘touch’ and transient (investigations
started in 1941), 317-23; mechanical
action and transient, 323-6; inharmonicity of transient’s partials, 324
organ flue pipes, chimney: theoretical investigation by D. Bernoulli (corrected by
Duhamel), 235; experimental investigations by Gripon, 235; modern theory
on the exact positioning of the chimney
(Kokkelmans et al.), 236-7; ‘Bicylindron’ stop version, 236-7
organ flue pipes, conical: ‘Pyramidon’ stop version, 238. See also conical pipes
organ flue pipes, constructional methods (starting from metal sheet): choice of thickness, 7, 30, 74-5; tin believed to be
more sonorous than lead, 14, 74-5; languids, 78-9; hammering, planing, shaving, burnishing, final polishing, 75-80;
protective varnishes, 80-81. See also
soldering operations
organ flue pipes, early qualitative theory: by V.
Galilei, Beeckman, F. Colonna, Mersenne, 144-7; Fabri’s flow circulations
(‘vortices’), 158-9; wave theory by Pardies, 172-5; Pardies’ theory of the vibrations of air columns in tubes, 175-7
organ flue pipes, modern mathematical theory:
historical outline, 179-82; Euler’s chorda aëris and the first empirical formula
for fundamental frequency, 182-5; traveling and standing waves (equations),
185-8; the problem of wave reflection
from the open end of a pipe, 188-90;
Poisson and Hopkins on energy losses,
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and the positioning of displacement
nodes, 194-6; upper-end correction,
199-202; mouth correction (empirical
formulas), 202-03; end-correction vs
frequency (inharmonicity of the overtones), 201-05; length correction due to
tuning operations (Rayleigh’s horn perturbation), 206; viscous and thermal
losses (Helmholtz, Kirchhoff), 208-14;
timbre (Fourier’s series, Ohm’s law,
Seebeck-Helmholtz’s definition), 2146. See also: scaling of diameters; wave
equation
organ flue pipes, 19th-century experimental
physics: laboratory imvestigations on
the two ‘end corrections’, 190-99. See
also water, replacing air in organ pipes
organ flue pipes, voicing and timbre: narrowscale and large-scale resonators, 30304; acoustic radiation, 303; closed-toe
and open-toe methods of voicing, 30709; nicking (its effect on noise level
and inharmonic overtones), 307-09;
tuning slots and tuning ‘ears’ (their impact on timbre), 309-10
Organ Historical Society (U.S.A.), 325
organ maker, in Rome: his tools illustrated in
Pinaroli’s tables, 57-62; Roman inventories of the workshop of an organ
maker and several tin-smiths, 88-92
organ reed-pipes: copper-alloy and tin-plate resonators (16th-19th centuries), 13; beating-reed type (structure and emission),
269-72; end corrections, 273-4; freereed type, 274; free-reed “organino”,
by Filippo Testa (early 18th ventury),
274; Strohmann’s free reed, 276; reedresonator interaction (W. Weber), 2779; free reed as a standard pitch-pipe (W.
Weber’s formula and its use by organ
builders), 279-81; more rapid attack
transient in reed pipes than in flue
pipes, 311; modern theory of organ
beating-reed pipes, 360
organ reed-pipe metallurgy: modern brass
tongues vs ancient multi-layered ones,
81-3; hammered 18th-century tongues
vs 19th-century rolled ones (Angelo
Amati’s rolling mill combined with a
plane), 83-4; materials for resonators

(copper, brass, lead, tinplate, zinc),
85-6
organ slider-chest: structure and acoustical behaviour, 294-5; its possible impact on
the attack transient (295-7) and on the
offset transient (298-9)
organ touch vs transient: see organ flue pipes, attack transient; transient, offset
“organino” by F. Testa: 274 (free reeds)
Orgelbewegung: 293, 295, 317, 319n
overblowing: in woodwinds, 334
‘partial sounds’: Perrault, 157
pedal notes on brass instruments: 452-3
perturbation of horn profile: see tuning operations
phase component in Fourier series: its role in
timbre perception, 225
Physico-mathesis: 178
phonometer: early researches, 229n, 230n; ‘Alternation Phonometer’, 230n
piccolo: acoustic power radiation efficiency,
42n; head-joint, 414
pitch notation used in the present book: xii
‘popping frequency’ of brass instrument mouthpiece: 448
‘Praetorius-Orgel’ (Freiburg): 317, 319n
pressure transfer function: see early brass instruments
privileged notes: Bouasse, 453; Mersenne, 478;
Biot, 479
pseudoformants: on the organ, 267
psychophysics: E.H. Weber and Fechner, 229
Pyramidon: see organ flue pipes, conical
Pyrophone (Fire Organ): by Kastner, 263-4
Pythagorean comma: see comma
quality factor (Q): 271, 450, 476
quality of sound: see timbre
Quincke tube: 419. See also filter, acoustic
radiation damping: see damping
radiation of sound: Hase’s radiation pattern of a
megaphone, 135; Riccati’s cosine-type
radiation pattern of an organ flue pipe,
264; effect of brass instrument wall material on -, 375; effect of organ-pipe
wall material, 298-302; French horn’s
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bell, 376; muted brass instrument, 45960; hand-stopped horn, 468-9. See also
monopole source
recorder: attack transient, 424; harmonic spectrum, 424; blowing pressure vs end correction, 425; effect of cross fingering,
346-7
reed valve: see valves (acoustic pressure controlled)
reflection of sound: optical principle of equal angles of incidence and reflection
(brought into question by Eschinardi),
151; at stopped- and open-pipe ends
(Lagrange’s limit conditions), 187;
qualitative explanation by Jamin &
Bouty (for both stopped and open
pipes), 188; open pipe (Euler’s image
souce method), 189-90; inside a pipe
containing two gases (Poisson and
Biot), 190; in free air (Tyndall), 190
refraction of sound: brought into question by Bacon and the peripatetic scholars, accepted by Bettini and Kircher, 151; graphical demonstration by Pardies of
Descartes-Snell law, 174-5; DescartesSnell law experimentally demonstrated
valid also for sound only in 1852-6,
151n; refraction less pronounced at
night (Chilmead, Humboldt), 113;
‘continued refraction’ in free air, when
its density decreases exponentially, calculated by Grandi, 152
regal stops on pipe organ: 272-3
register hole in woodwind instruments: 398-400
resonance frequencies: complete and truncated
cone, 339-41; conical organ pipes, 2324; chimney organ pipes, 235-7; open
and closed cylindrical tubes, 183. See
also: brass instruments; clarinet; conical pipes, early researches; organ flue
pipes, chimney
resonance ‘in sympathy’: see ‘sympathetic resonance’
respiratory tract: interaction with wind-instrument quality of tone, more marked in
brasses, 366-9
Resultant bass (organ stop): 257-8
rolling mill: see metal sheet
Royal Institiute of Technology (Stockolm),
Speech Transmission Laboratory: 444
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Royal Military School of Music (London): 377,
435n
Royal Society (London): 96, 97n, 98, 105, 135,
139, 141n
sackbut: see early brass instruments, cutoff frequency
Salernitan Questions: 2, 2n, 4, 4n, 11, 11n
Santa Cecilia Conservatory of Music (Rome):
481n
saxhorn: 464
scaling of diameters: organ-pipe diameter scaling and loudness balance, 226-31; logarithmic scaling (Euler, Riccati, Sorge,
Rigi, Töpfer, Helmholtz), 227-8; modern proposal by N.H. Fletcher, 230-31;
diameter scaling at different pitch
classes of the same wind instrument,
336-7
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis (Basel): 476
Science Museum (London): 264, 264n
Scientific revolution: xi, 144, 178, 179-80
Seebeck-Helmholtz theory of consonance: 225-6
serpent: 432
side holes in wind instruments: early researches,
347-9, 405-09. See also wind instruments, basic theory
silver: by some medieval authors viewed as the
most sonorous metal of all, 5. See also
German silver
“Simplification System” (by Abbé Vogler): 258n
siren: by Cagniard de La Tour, 210n; polyphonic, by A. Seebeck, 220
slide trombone: see trombone
slider chest: see organ slider-chest
slit tone: 247
Snell-Descartes law: see refraction of sound
soldering operations of organ pipes: alloys historically used, 1, 42-5; eutectic tin-lead
alloy, 43-4; soldering flux, 79; early
iron solderers, 80. See also: early soldering alloys; mercury
sound level meter: see phonometer
sound power: see intensity of sound
sound recorder: graphic waveform recorder by
Cornu and Mercadier, 221-3
sound reflection: see reflection of sound
sound velocity: in free air (Laplace vs Newton),
207-08; in organ pipes, 210-14; method
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for precise determination of sound velocity in tubes (Kundt), 213
speaker key: see register hole
speaking trumpet, the instrument and its use: parallel with the telescope (1672), 97; invented by Samuel Morland, 96-8; used
by bass singers, in France (Doni), 102;
Kircher’s claim to the invention, 99103; Galli’s measurements, 114-5; also
called “marine trumpet” (since at least
1706), 103n; its practical use, 103-05; a
Baroque social and musical fashion:
107-14 (in Rome), 114-5 (in Italy, outside Rome), 115-8 (outside Italy: Paris,
Danzig, Vienna, Altdorf); resonances,
harmful to the intellegibility of the
speech, already noticed by Casati, 114;
in Rome probably also used as the Australian didgeridoo, 112; Conyers’ “reflecting trumpet” (inspired to Newton’s
reflecting telescope), 105-06; speaking
tubes installed at the Collegio Romano
and in private houses, 99-101. See also
Alexander the Great
speaking trumpet, theory. Geometrical acoustics
schematization, 121-36: Morland’s hybrid theory, 124-5; Eschinardi, Casati,
Maignan, Newton, 126-8; hyperbolic,
parabolic and exponential shapes (and
choice of the material), 128-36; Hase’s
hybrid elliptic-parabolic shape, 132-3.
‘Wave’ acoustics schematization, 13640: D. Bernoulli, Euler, 136-7; experimental tests by Hassenfratz, 137-8;
Rayleigh, 138; A.G. Webster’s solution, 139; Morse’s diagrams, 139-40;
correct theoretical basis, and defects of
the early speaking trumpets, 141-2
spectrogram: see harmonic spectrum
spectrum: see Fourier analysis
spectrum analyzer, Fourier: mechanical (by Lord
Kelvin; Sharp; Henrici; D.C. Miller)
221, 221n; by band-pass filters, 396n;
electronic, 389
speed of sound: see sound velocity
‘spotted metal’ for organ pipes: Lewis’ hypothesis on its acoustical performance, 302
square wave: its breaking into a trigonometric series, already in Fourier’s 1807-09 manuscript, 217; approached, in strong reed

vibrations of the clarinet, 393
standing wave: 1747-8 mathematical solution
(d’Alembert and Euler), 185-6
steel: along with bronze, the most sonorous of
the various ‘metals’ (Lana Terzi), 6;
Damascus -, multi-layered, 82. See also
iron
stroboscope: used by McGinnis & Gallagher for
observing the vibrations of clarinet
reed, 387; Conn Chromatic Stroboscope, 353
symbolism: of pipe organs and metals, according
to early Christian sources, 23-6
‘sympathetic resonance’: between strings (early
investigations), 162-3; Meyer and
Morhof on breaking glass bowls by -,
163-5
synthesis of instrumental timbre: 220 (the first
mechanical synthesizer, A. Seebeck),
220; A.F. Mayer’s device, 222
synthesizer, early -: see synthesis of instrumental
timbre
syntonic comma: see comma
talking machine: by Kratzenstein, 283; by Kempelen 284. See also vowels
Tartini ‘third sound’: for the first time mentioned
in 1738 (in a letter sent by Vallotti to
Riccati), 222n. See also ‘third sound’
temperature: see ambient temperature
tensile strength: see creep
thermal conduction: between air and wall, in organ pipes (Kirchhoff), 212; its impact
on pitch, in woodwind instruments, 379
‘third sound’: 222, 257. See also Tartini
timbre: historical development of the concept,
214-26. See also tuning operations
tin: mines and its quality, 19, 31-4; tin-foil to
cover rusted pipes, 32; ‘tin cancer’, 478; ‘tin pest’ (recrystallization from the
allotropic state b to state a, first studied
in 1872), 39
tin alloys: tin-arsenic and tin-copper, since Middle Ages, 17-9; étain sonnant, i.e. tinlead alloy with the addition of bismuth
or antimony, 19-21
tin-lead alloys: Middle Ages, 8-12; constitutional diagram, 44
tinplate resonators: ‘white’ and ‘black’ tinplate,
simple or double (Savary brothers), 85.
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See also organ reed-pipe metallurgy
tone hole: see wind instruments
tone quality: see timbre
trafila: see metal sheet
transient, attack (onset): see organ flue pipes; attack transient; organ reed-pipes;
recorder
transient, offset: in organ slider-chest, and its importance in identifying single organ
stops (in particular reed stops), 298
trochoid: ancient meaning of the term, 186, 186n
trombone, slide -: playing positions, 461; input
impedance curves and cutoff frequency; resonance of the mouthpiece and its
evolution from the late 19th century,
462-3; shock waves in the fortissimo
(Hirschberg et. al.), 463-5
trumpet: see brass instruments; early brass instruments; trumpet ‘jumps’
trumpet, natural: see early brass instruments; natural harmonics
trumpet ‘jumps’, early theory: Mersenne, 147;
Beeckman, 160; analogy with the trumpet marine (proposed by de Chales and
perfected by Robartes), 160-63
truncated cone: see conical pipes
tuba: harmonics emitted, 337; mouthpiece
(Mahillon), 449
Tuba Stentoro-phonica: 96. See also speaking
trumpet
tuning fork: its pitch non sufficiently constant
during vibration, 279-81
tuning operations: perturbation of horn profile
(Rayleigh), 206; effect of slots and
‘ears’ on pitch and timbre (organ flue
pipes), 309
“Univalve trumpet” (Bassett): 458n. See also just
intonation
University of: Allahabad, 387; Birmingham,
235; Cleveland (Case Western Reserve
University), 345, 444; Harvard, 388;
Illinois, 460n; Montreal (McGill),
201n; Munich, 371; New South Wales
(Sydney), 366n; Padua (Centro di
Sonologia Computazionale), 267, 322;
Rostok, 247n; Tôhoku (Japan), 205
valves: acoustic pressure controlled, 350;
acoustic current controlled, 350-51
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valves, on brass instruments: piston and rotary
type, 455; related acoustic drawbacks,
454-9; acoustic behaviour of tightly
bent tubes, 457
vibrato on flute: N.H. Fletcher, 412
viscous damping: see damping
vocal tract, coupling with the bore of wind instruments: see respiratory tract
voicing of: organ flue pipes, 303-10; reed organ
pipes, 271-2
vowels: formants and the first talking machines,
282-5; Willis’ first investigations on
the Vox humana organ stop, 286-8
Vox humana (organ stop): see vowels
wall material, its acoustical effect: see material
of construction
water, replacing air in organ pipes: beating reeds
sounding under water (Cagniard de La
Tour), 210n; vibrating water column of
Wertheim’s special organ pipe, 211
water vs air, early theories on sound conduction:
air elsticity (Della Porta, Torricelli,
Roberval), 165-7; its ‘vis elastica’,
called ‘elater’ (Pecquet), 166; supposed
duality of air- and water-waves (from
the Accademia del Cimento to Nollet),
167-70; air- vs water-conductivity:
measurements of the module of compressibility of water, also demonstrating its elasticity (Canton), 170-71
water-manometer: introduced by Stone for measuring air-pressure in the oral cavity of
wind-instrument players, 436-7; later
used also by Henderson, 437n
wave equation: traveling: ideal vibrating string
(d’Alembert), 185-6; plane wave in air,
ideal (Lagrange), 187; plane wave in
air, with viscous losses (Stokes), 209n.
See also standing wave
wavelength, as a function of sound speed and
frequency: Pardies, Newton and Huygens, 175
Weber’s law: see Fechner’s law
Webster horn equation: see horn
wind instruments, basic theory: historical outline, 331-4; musical scales for clarinet,
oboe and flute, 334; possible bore profiles (Benade), 335-8; full and truncated cones, 338-41; invention of the
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acoustic filters (Stewart), 341-4; tone
holes: filtering action, 344-5; tone
holes: spacing, 345-50; acoustic pressure pattern in a cross-fingered flute,
first theoretical and experimental investigations (Steinhausen), 147-8; types of
embouchure: acoustic-pressure and
acoustic-current controlled valves, 35051; resonance and impedance curves in
the bore, and related measurement devices, 352-8; cutoff frequency, 356;
modern theory of mechanical reeds
(358-60) and lip reeds (360-62); hetero-

dyne frequencies. 363; multiphonic
tones, 364-6. See also: material of construction; cross fingering; register hole
wood sonority: Renaissance theories, 15-6; wooden pipes mixed with metal pipes, 37
work hardening: organ pipes (historical and technical development), 63-73
Young’s modulus: 6, 71, 129
zinc: its early production in Europe, 34; the first
flue pipes of -, 35; as an additive to tin,
41-2. See also: brass; ‘metallone’

